PLANTING,
PRUNING AND
THE CARE
OF

the hole and mound il into a cone shape.
Over this, gently spread the roots and then
check to see that the plant will not be too
far out of the ground or too low. Check by
laying a board across the hole.
Here, there is a difference of opinion:
Some say the base of the rose (where the
barfc changes color) .should be an inch
above ground level; others say an inch
lower. Each camp has its reasons. Until you

DSES

IT'S DIFFERENT IN THE
CALIFORNIA GARDEN

.1 n California, we plant, prune and care
for roses with a difference. The reason is
simple: Our climate is very different.

Planting Bare Root
The difference begins with planting.
Though more and more
Californians are planting roses that have been
grown in containers, the
favored way is still "bare
root." Bare-root plants
have no soil around
their roots; they are simply dug from fields and
are sold wrapped in
plastic bags with some
damp wood shavings or
from bins tilled with
shavings.
Roses are sold bare root only when
they are dormant, in January and February.
Make sure they have not lost too many
roots and that the roots are plump and
moist, not rotted or dried out. It's a good
idea to soak the roots in a tub of water overnight before planting.
To plant, dig a hole as wide as the roots
when they are spread out and as deep. It is
not necessary to do anything to the soil
that goes back into the hole, but you can
prepare it as described on the first pages of
this calendar. Do mix a handful of fertilizer
into the soil. I'ut some of the soil back in

form your own, it is best to split the difference and plant it even with ground level.
Now fill in the hole with the rest of the
dirt. Any left over can be used to form a
watering basin around the plant. Be sure to
firm down the soil with your hands and
feet; you do not want any air pockets near
the roots.

One camp prunes .ilin<i-.l as hard as is
done in the rest of the country, but there is
little reason to be so ruthless— unless you
want a few huge roses for exhibition. Pruning more lightly makes for many more
roses and a longer season of bloom.
The general rule of thumb is to removeany branch narrower than a pencil. Once
this is done, look for dead branches
branches that no longer seem to be producing healthy growth and those that rub.
Remove these.
Now shorten the rose. Waist-high is
about right for hybrid teas and many old
roses, though floribundas and other small
roses should end up about knee-high.
Whenever you make a cut, make it as
close to another branch, bud or leaf scar as
possible, picking out buds and branches
that face out from the plant.
Occasionally, you will want to remove
an entire cane, which is what the strong
upright branches that come from the base
are called. You want to keep all the canes
you can, but when they get too old (covered
with thick bark and not producing much in
the way of side branches or growth), they

Pruning
Roses need pruning every year, in winter.
Here again there are differences of opinion
on how hard, or far back, you should prune
a rose, but, in this instance, one side seems
to be winning out.

that helps roses make "basal breaks," a
term for new sprouts that come from the
base of the plant. Don't confuse these with
"suckers," which are sprouts coming from
the roots, below the graft. Suckers (one is
shown in the drawing) should be snapped
off at the roots; basal breaks encouraged.
Use Epsom salts (sold at pharmacies
for soaking your feet, not to be confused
with table salt or any other salt). Epsom
salts are magnesium sulfate and will not
add to the salt content of the soil.
Sprinkle 1 tablespoon to Vt cup around
the base of the bushes.

Care and Maintenance

Planting From Containers
To plant a rose from a container, simply dig
a hole about twice as wide as the container
and as deep. Here you definitely want to
add amendments (and fertilizer) to the soil,
because the soil in the container is so unlike the dirt in your garden and the
amendments help smooth the difference.

Pruned /N.S/ right.

Pruned ttki hard.

can be removed. Be sure there are other
younger canes to take their places.
Finally, strip or cut off all the leaves,
rake up all debris, and spray the plant with
a special dormant spray. The cleanup and
spray gives the rose a head start on pests
and diseases in spring.
Finally, sprinkle a little granular fertilizer around the bases of the roses, and
lightly cultivate to settle it into the soil.
While you are at it, pull out all weeds. The
next rain will settle the soil and send the
fertilizer to the roots. The roses will be
ready for a new round of growth.

Too Few Canes?
If you notice that the canes are getting old
and woody and that no new growth is coming from the bottom of the plant, try a trick

Like cars, roses need periodic maintenance—minor tune-vips, if you will —after
each round of bloom.
As the petals fall, cut off the old flower
stems before they begin to make fruit, or
"hips." Where you make the cut is important: The thickness of the stem at the point
determines how large
the new stem will be.
You can't expect a nice
sturdy stem to develop
from a thin, spindly
one.
The rule of thumb
here is to cut back to
where there is a big,
full, five-part leaf facing
out from the plant. The
same rule applies when
cutting flowers for a
vase.
Roses need lots of fertili/.er and water.
They can get by on very little, as countless
roses growing on abandoned properties attest, but they only thrive with lots. Fertilize
after every bloom cycle and water once or
twice a week during spring, summer and
fall.
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